Walsh Elected President.
Landry Chosen V. P. In Election by Freshmen
Kaplan Selected To Serve as Secretary
Shannon Announced as Treasurer

Peter A. Walsh, III, has been elected president of the University. William G. Colvin, election chairman, said that Landry was chosen vice-president and was unanimously selected as secretary. Shannon was selected as class treasurer. Walsh is a pre-medical student in the college, is from New York City, and is a brother of the WAXF, and is a member of the Yale Club, New York Yacht Club, New York Rowing Club, and the Wharton Club. He attended the Brearley School, and is a freshman of the class of 1942, from Peep, Lawrenceville, N. J. Landry was present at the election and was an industrial management major in the class of 1942. He is a member of the Newcomen Club, he is from Schu- ler, N. J., and attended Alexander Chaise High School.

In Mock U. S. Election

The freshmen evened the score on the floor today by winning the tug of war, 21 to 20, and three out of four Dink Day activities. Included in the winning events was the tug of war. The freshmen defeated the sophomores in the tug of war by defeating them 21-20, winning three out of four events in Dink Week. The freshmen will also win the annual Dink Week activities. The freshmen defeated the sophomores in the tug of war by defeating them 21-20, winning three out of four events in Dink Week. The freshmen will also win the annual Dink Week activities. The freshmen defeated the sophomores in the tug of war by defeating them 21-20, winning three out of four events in Dink Week. The freshmen will also win the annual Dink Week activities.

HH Coffee Hour

Starting Junior Week

Huebner To Speak On Life Insurance

Dr. Samuel H. Huebner, consultant to Underwriters Laboratories, will give a speech on "The Influences of Life Insurance," tomorrow evening, October 15, in the Johnson Memorial Room of the University. Huebner is a member of the board of directors of Underwriters Laboratories and has authored a number of works on insurance and related subjects. He will speak on the influence of life insurance on the economy and the future of society. The speech will be held in conjunction with the opening of the new academic year and is an annual event of the University. The speech will be open to the public and is sponsored by the Sigma Delta Theta Sorority and the University Life Insurance Society. The speech will be held in the Johnson Memorial Room of the University and will be open to the public.
The Last Word

ON SPORT

by William Last
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It vexed to Penn fans because, however, was a sizzling rainstorm rather than a team victory. To the score padding of 17-10, backs were lit as if neither team wanted to enter the win column, so they looked the ball like it was a wanted checklist and allowed a considerable total of free past information. Brown ballhawks, who had produced a total of six times in their first three games, missed that harshest counter to Penn, leaving the ball on four occasions. The target was the Bruin attack that the Quakers were unable to capitalize on Penn interest, which included three punt blocks, only one of which was picked up by Brown.

The Quakers, playing better ball than last week (when they lost to Princeton, 34-0), according to coach. Schie, played through a sizzling rainstorm rather than a team victory. To the score padding of 17-10, backs were lit as if neither team wanted to enter the win column, so they looked the ball like it was a wanted checklist and allowed a considerable total of free past information. Brown ballhawks, who had produced a total of six times in their first three games, missed that harshest counter to Penn, leaving the ball on four occasions. The target was the Bruin attack that the Quakers were unable to capitalize on Penn interest, which included three punt blocks, only one of which was picked up by Brown.

The Quakers, playing better ball than last week (when they lost to Princeton, 34-0), according to coach. Schie, played through a sizzling rainstorm rather than a team victory. To the score padding of 17-10, backs were lit as if neither team wanted to enter the win column, so they looked the ball like it was a wanted checklist and allowed a considerable total of free past information. Brown ballhawks, who had produced a total of six times in their first three games, missed that harshest counter to Penn, leaving the ball on four occasions. The target was the Bruin attack that the Quakers were unable to capitalize on Penn interest, which included three punt blocks, only one of which was picked up by Brown.

Brown's Dick Beland (44) drives a punt pass intended for Dick Schiefer (66) on the Brown side.
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Dick Roeh, who pounced on the Penn TD and ran for the other, raced around left end for 13 yards.

Shortly after the second half began, the Quakers in the Brown zone before four footballs, and covered the ball himself after losing six yards and three another intercepted pass on the punt line, played by Dick Beland. However, Beland was able to only run the ball back two yards and three yards later, Brown was forced to kick. Kehlisch was again unsuccess at the punt for the Gilt Lynx, and Justin put through the Brown line to block Bus Feinon's kick and snipe Tom Wetstein, who appeared in the fluttering line-up for the first time, fell on the Brown ball on the center yard line.

On the next play, Ross masked over for what proved to be the decisive score. Brown only managed four yards after the kickoff, but Carl Schieker, with Ross in the hole, drove the ball into the end zone. Ross made a leaping catch of the ball. Bigin, making an excellent jump catch of the ball.

SIDELINE SLANTS—Penn dominated the ground game, compiling 190 yards on 30 carries while the Bruins compiled just 111 yards. Penn lost 20 yards on 13 punts, and Ross had the direction of blocking up the largest ground game of the game, aiding 42 rushing yards to the Brown line for 11 yards. The win enabled Penn to continue domination over Brown in the Long College Football Series, and has only dropped three games to Brown with one a tie.
Quaker Win: Story Of Lost Chances

by Bernie Schaefer

What was billed as the Battle of the Unfortunates turned out to be the Tale of Lost Opportunity on Saturday. Happily, Pennsylvania parlayed its chances into two touchdowns, while Brown frittered away one of its two opportunities. The result was a 14-7 Quaker win.

Sometimes dull and sloppy, the game was, nevertheless, one of gritty line play—hard-hitting tackles and vicious blocks. Maybe not a spectator's game, it was a happy sight to those who followed the fortunes of the Red and Blue forward wall.

Penn coach Steve Soho was a little less enthusiastic about the line's performance. "I think (the line) were improved against Brown, especially in our tackling, but we weren't opportunistic; we didn't come up with the big offensive play we're coming along, though. The return of Tony Calzavaria and Donnie Thomson gave us a big boost."

The Quaker offense, on the other hand, was a story of what might have been. Penn enjoyed nine more opportunities, but scored on only two.

Quarterback Rich Ross fumbled his last seven times for 39 yards, one carry—a-yard streak in the second period—resulting in a second down field goal. He also passed 10 times to huddle Penn up to figure personally in all the Quaker scoring the first two games.

The Brin's offense sparked for the better part of the afternoon and was, by all means, the better of the two teams, but the Penn defense turned soggy in the second half and was scored on.
NOTICES
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ATTEND THE J. P. 

CORSAGES
Junior Prom
by
HECSH FLOWERS
3407 WALNUT STREET

ATTEND THE J. P. 

CAMPUS NOTARY PUBLIC
3801 SPRUCE STREET
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9
AUTO TAGS—OPERATOR'S LICENSE IN 24 HOURS—OUT-OF-STATE TRANSFER TO PENNA. TAGS, 48 HOURS
AFFIDAVITS—LEGAL PAPERS NOTARIZED
Thanks for Your Past Patronage
RICHARD B. BRYAN
Bonded Notary for Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
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WEEKLY SPECIALS

ONLY  AT  THE

VARSITY SHOP
(Opposite Men's Dorms)

CLASS OF '58

For  the Junior  Prom

Special for The Cone March

CUMBERBUND SETS

PENN SKIMMERS

$19.5

in  plaid  or  plain  colors

CANES                           $12.5

OUR   PRICE

Get Them Now

$4.95  FOR  THE  SET

BE GENEROUS!!

Imported   RAINCOAT

GIVE YOUR GIRL

Unusually fine cotton fabric

A  6-FT.  PENN  SCARF

Superior  Value  at  $17.95

Our  Price  Only  $2.98

Made this
discovery yet?

You combine some very basic elements when you dip into this Arrow

Par

White shirt.

Its medium-spread collar and handsome

broadcloth fabric give you an extra measure

of

it

s a

soft
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lilh block print tic for a perfect
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Shirt, $3.95; tic, $2.50.       —

ARROW—first in fashion
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HERE ARE YOUR OLD GOLD
PUZZLES

HOW

TO

PLAY

Rearrange the letters
in each

puzzle
to form

the name
of

an

American

College or

University

CLUE: Found by two missionaries, this institute promised to make it in future a

given degree in western since 1837. It was
time one of the first colleges to admit

Negroes.  

ANSWER

Name:  
Address:  
City:  State:  
College:  
Send us your completed set of puzzles

YOU'LL GO FOR
OLD GOLDS

Either REGULAR, KING SIZE or

the GREAT NEW FILTERS

Old Golds taste terrific! The reason:

Old Golds give you the best

tobaccos. Nature-

ripened tobaccos...

SO RICH,  SO LIGHT,  SO GOLDEN  BRIGHT!

BEST TASTE YET IN A FILTER CIGARETTE

Copyright 1958, Arrow B. Inc.

NEED BACK PUZZLES? RULES!
Send five cents for each puzzle; five cents for a complete set of rules. Enclose

a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Mail to Tangle Schools, F. O. Box 9, Grand

Central Annex, New York 17, N. Y.